Image segmentation-the process of defining objects in images-remains the most challenging problem in image processing
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background
Two-dimensional (2-D) digital picture processing activities started in the early 1960s [1] . Very early on, Rosenfeld [2] recognized the need and laid the foundation for digital counterparts of key topological and geometric concepts that have long been available for the continuous space (point sets) such as neighborhood, connectedness, curves, boundaries, surroundness, distance, perimeter, and area. In particular, the concept of connectedness he developed found widespread use in image analysis such as in separating an already segmented object from other irrelevant structures, and in separating the component parts of a disconnected object that has also been segmented already. This concept was defined in a hard (crisp) fashion in the sense that a set of pixels was considered to be either connected or not connected. Similar concepts were also developed for the three-dimensional (3-D) space when 3-D image processing efforts commenced in the 1970s [3] - [5] . We shall see that when this definition is generalized to fuzzy subsets so as to consider a strength of connectedness value, it has implications far beyond just the fuzzy generalization of the concept of connectedness. Why fuzzy? Images produced by any imaging device are inherently fuzzy. This fuzziness comes from several sources. Because of spatial and temporal resolution limitations, imaging devices introduce blur. They also introduce noise and other artifacts such as background intensity variation. In addition to these factors, objects usually have material heterogeneity, and this introduces heterogeneity in the images. This is especially true in the biomedical context of the internal organs of living beings. The combined effect of all these factors is that object regions manifest themselves with a heterogeneity of intensity values in acquired images. The main rationale for taking fuzzy approaches in image analysis is to try to address and handle the uncertainties and intensity gradations that invariably exist in images as realistically as possible.
It appears to us that the fuzzy treatment of the geometric and topological concepts can be made in two distinct manners in image analysis. The first approach is to carry out a fuzzy segmentation of the given image first so that we have a fuzzy subset of the image domain wherein every image element has a fuzzy object membership assigned to it and then to define the geometric and topological concepts on this fuzzy subset. The second approach is to develop these concepts directly on the given image, which implies that these concepts will have to be integrated somehow with the process of segmentation. Taking the first approach, Rosenfeld did some early work [6] , [7] in developing fuzzy digital topological and geometric concepts. The second approach pursued by us and others has been mainly for developing the fuzzy connectedness concepts. Rosenfeld [6] defined fuzzy connectedness by using a min-max construct on fuzzy subsets of 2-D picture domains: the strength of connectedness of any path between any two pixels and is the smallest fuzzy pixel membership along the path and the strength of connectedness between and is the strength of the strongest of all paths between and . The process of obtaining the fuzzy subset in the first place is indeed the act of (fuzzy) segmentation. Through the introduction of a fundamental concept -a local fuzzy relation on image elements called affinity [8] -it is possible to develop the concept of fuzzy connectedness directly on the given image and integrate it with, and actually utilize it for facilitating, image segmentation. As we already pointed out, image elements have a gradation of intensities within the same object region. In spite of this graded composition, they seem to hang together (form a gestalt) within the same object. We argue that this "hanging-togetherness" should be treated in a fuzzy manner, and an appropriate mathematical vehicle to realize this concept is fuzzy connectedness. If hard (crisp) connectedness were to be used, then it would require a presegmentation. In other words, it cannot influence the result of segmentation, except in separating a (hard) connected component. Fuzzy connectedness when utilized directly on the given image (via affinity), on the other hand, can influence the segmentation result by the spatio-topological consideration of how the image elements hang together, rather than by strategies of feature clustering that have used fuzzy clustering techniques [9] but have ignored the important topological property of hanging-togetherness. It is widely acknowledged that segmentation is the most crucial and difficult problem in image processing. Any fundamental advance that empowers the process of segmentation will take us closer to having a grip on this problem. We believe that fuzzy connectedness is one such.
B. Outline of the Paper
We have tried to make the paper as self contained as possible, leaving out a few details that are irrelevant for the main discussion. These details may be obtained from the cited references. By nature, this paper is mathematical. The mathematical treatment may discourage some readers who are interested in only the main ideas embodied in fuzzy connectedness. Furthermore, in a casual reading, the mathematical details may submerge the central ideas that motivated the mathematics. For these reasons, in the rest of this section, we delineate the key ideas involved in fuzzy connectedness in an intuitive fashion utilizing Figs. 1 and 2.
There are five key ideas underlying fuzzy connectedness -those related to affinity, scale, generalized fuzzy connectedness, relative fuzzy connectedness, and iterative relative fuzzy connectedness. The latter three will be abbreviated GFC, RFC, and IRFC, respectively, and fuzzy connectedness will be referred to as FC for ease of reference from now on. Affinity is intended to be a local relation between every two image elements and . That is, if and are far apart, the strength of this relationship is intended to be zero. If the ele- ments are nearby, the strength of their affinity, lying between 0 and 1, depends on the distance between them, on the homogeneity of the intensities surrounding them, and on the closeness of their intensity-based features to the feature values expected for the object. In determining the homogeneity component and the features at and , the scale values at both and are utilized. The scale at any element is the radius of the largest hyperball centered at that element within which the intensities are homogeneous under some criterion of homogeneity. In determining the affinity between and , all elements in the scale regions of both and are consulted, the reason being to make affinity (and subsequently, FC) less susceptible to noise and to intensity heterogeneity within the same object region.
Contrary to affinity, FC is intended to be a global fuzzy relation. Its strength between any two elements, such as and in Fig. 1 , is the strength of the strongest of all possible paths between and . A path such as is a sequence of nearby elements, and the strength of a path is the smallest affinity of pairwise elements along the path. Imagine Fig. 1 to be a gray-level image with three object regions , , and , and a background . With respect to , if an affinity relation is chosen appropriately, we expect path to have a higher strength than any path, such as , that treads across multiple object regions.
In GFC, a fuzzy connected object of a certain strength and containing an element is the largest set of image elements containing that element such that the strength of connectedness between any two elements in that set is at least . The theoretical framework demonstrates that this problem can be solved via dynamic programming. In RFC, all co-objects of importance (in Fig. 1 , these are , , , ) are let to compete for claiming membership of image elements via FC. Again, referring to Fig. 1 , let , , , be seed elements in respective objects. An element such as is considered to belong to object if the strength of connectedness of with respect to 's seed is greater than the strength of connectedness of with respect to each of the other seeds. The threshold required in GFC is thus eliminated in RFC. In IRFC, the idea is to iteratively refine the competition rules for RFC for different objects depending upon the results of the previous iteration. Referring to Fig. 2 , for an element such as , its strength of FC from and from are likely to be similar due to the blurring that takes place where and come close together. In this case, the strongest path from to is therefore likely to pass through the "core" of which is indicated by the dotted curve in the figure. This core can be detected first and then excluded from consideration in a subsequent iteration for any path from to to pass through. Then, we can substantially weaken the strongest path from to compared to the strongest path from to which is still allowed to pass through the core. This leads us to an iterative strategy to separate and via RFC. The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section II, we describe some basic terms and the notations used throughout the paper. In Section III, the theory of fuzzy connectedness is outlined quite independent of its connection to image segmentation. In Section IV, its implications in image segmentation are described. In Section V, a variety of large applications that have utilized fuzzy connectedness for image segmentation are described, and in Section VI, our conclusions are stated with some pointers for future work. We have tried to make this paper as self contained as possible, leaving out only some details that may be irrelevant for the main discussion. These details can be obtained from the cited references. For any , let -dimensional Euclidean space be subdivided into hypercuboids by mutually orthogonal families of parallel hyperplanes. Assume, with no loss of generality, that the hyperplanes in each family have equal unit spacing so that the hypercuboids are unit hypercubes, and we shall choose coordinates so that the center of each hypercube has integer coordinates. The hypercubes will be called spels (an abbreviation for "space elements"). When , spels are called pixels, and when they are called voxels. The coordinates of the center of a spel are represented by an -tuple of integers, defining a point in . itself will be thought of as the set of all spels in with the above interpretation of spels, and the concepts of spels and points in will be used interchangeably.
II. BASIC NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS
A fuzzy relation in is said to be a fuzzy adjacency if it is both reflexive and symmetric. It is desirable that be such that is a non increasing function of the distance between and . It is not difficult to see that the hard adjacency relations commonly used in digital topology [11] are special cases of fuzzy adjacencies. We call the pair ( ), where is a fuzzy adjacency, a fuzzy digital space. Fuzzy digital space is a concept that characterizes the underlying digital grid system independent of any image-related concepts. We shall eventually tie this with image related concepts to arrive at fuzzy object related notions.
A scene over a fuzzy digital space ( ) is a pair where for some ; is the set of -tuples of positive integers; , called scene intensity, is a function whose domain is , called the scene domain, and whose range [ ] is a set of numbers (usually integers). is a binary scene over ( ) if the range of is {0,1}. Binary scenes usually result from a hard segmentation of a given scene. When the result of segmentation is a fuzzy subset of the scene domain, this fuzzy subset can be equivalently represented by a scene wherein the scene intensity represents the fuzzy membership value in [0, 1] . We call such scenes membership scenes over ( ). Unless specified otherwise, whenever we refer to a scene in this paper, it encompasses all three types -gray-level scene, membership scene, and binary scene. We assume in this paper that . A nonempty path in from to is a sequence of spels in ; is called the length of the path. Note that the successive spels in a path need not be "adjacent" in the sense hard adjacency is usually defined in digital topology [11] . When they are indeed adjacent, we shall refer to this as a contiguous path. The set of all spels in the path is denoted by . An empty path in , denoted , is a sequence of no spels. Paths of length 2 will be referred to as links. ; . Trivially, every non empty path in is greater than the empty path in .
III. THEORY OF FUZZY CONNECTEDNESS
A. Early Works and History
The notion of the "degree of connectedness" of two spels was first introduced by Rosenfeld [6] , [7] in the context of studying the topology and geometry of fuzzy subsets of . He considered contiguous paths in and defined the strength of connectedness of a contiguous path from to in a fuzzy subset of as the smallest membership value along the path, and the degree of connectedness, denoted by (" " to denote Rosenfeld's approach and to distinguish it from more general approaches described later), as the strength of the strongest path between the two spels. Therefore
He used the notion of the degree of connectedness to define certain topological and geometrical entities which had been previously defined for hard sets of spels in . Two spels are said to be connected if . He showed that this binary (hard) relation of connectedness in a fuzzy subset , denoted by , is reflexive and symmetric, but not transitive, and consequently, is not an equivalence relation. Therefore, the components defined by may not partition , i.e., they may have nonempty overlap. In the same paper, he defined the number of components and genus in a fuzzy subset and the membership value of a spel in a component using the notions of plateaus, tops, and bottoms and associating three different connected sets with each top. Also, he introduced the notions of separation and surroundedness in a fuzzy subset and showed that surroundedness describes a weak partial ordering, i.e., the hard binary relation defined by surroundedness is reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive.
Rosenfeld's "degree of connectedness" [6] was further studied to understand the topological, geometrical, and morphological properties of fuzzy subsets [7] . However, there was no indication in these works as to how this concept could be exploited to facilitate image segmentation. Dellepiane and Fontana [12] , [13] and Udupa and Samarasekera [8] , [14] were the first to suggest this use. Dellepiane et al. utilized Rosenfeld's "degree of connectedness" to arrive at a segmentation method (to be discussed in Section IV). Udupa et al. [8] simultaneously introduced a different framework, bringing in a key concept of a local fuzzy relation called affinity on spels to capture local hanging-togetherness of spels. They showed how affinity can incorporate various image features in defining fuzzy connectedness, presented a general framework for the theory of fuzzy connectedness, and demonstrated how dynamic programming can be utilized to bring the otherwise seemingly intractable notion of fuzzy connectedness into segmentation. They also advanced the theory of fuzzy connectedness considerably [15] - [19] , bringing in notions of relative fuzzy connectedness [17] , [19] which was further extended by Herman and De Carvalha [20] , iteratively defined relative fuzzy connectedness [18] , [17] , and addressing the virtues of the basic min-max construct used in fuzzy connectedness [16] . Affinity forms the link between fuzzy connectedness and segmentation. Saha et al. [15] studied the issue of how to construct effective affinities and the use of local scale for this purpose. Aspects related to the computational efficiency of fuzzy connectedness algorithms have also been studied [21] , [22] .
The general framework of fuzzy connectedness based on affinity has been utilized in conjunction with other methods of segmentation [23] - [28] , particularly with deformable models [23] , [24] , a Voronoi diagram based method [25] , and level set methods [26] . The fuzzy connectedness methods have been utilized for image segmentation extensively in several applications, including Multiple Sclerosis lesion quantification [29] - [36] , late life depression [37] , [38] , MR angiography [39] , [40] , CT angiography [41] , [42] , brain tumor assessment [43] , [44] , breast density quantification via mammograms [45] , craniofacial surgery [46] , and CT colonography [47] .
In the rest of this section, we shall delineate the general fuzzy connectedness theory based on affinity and its extensions to relative and iterative relative fuzzy connectedness. We will present all pertinent details to understand the structure of the theory but only state the main results as theorems. For details including proofs, please refer to [8] , [15] - [19] .
B. Generalized Fuzzy Connectedness
Fuzzy Affinity: Let be any scene over ( ). Any fuzzy relation in is said to be a fuzzy spel affinity (or, affinity for short) in if it is reflexive and symmetric. In practice, for to lead to meaningful segmentation, it should be such that, for any , is a function of 1) the fuzzy adjacency between and ; 2) the homogeneity of the spel intensities at and ; 3) the closeness of the spel intensities and of the intensity-based features of and to some expected intensity and feature values for the object. Further, may depend on the actual location of and (i.e., is shift variant). A detailed description of a generic functional form for and how to select the right affinity for a specific application are presented in Section IV. Throughout this paper, with appropriate subscripts and superscripts will be used to denote fuzzy spel affinities.
Note that affinity is intended to be a "local" relation. This is reflected in the dependence of on the degree of adjacency of and . If and are far apart, will be zero. How the extent of the "local" nature of is to be determined will be addressed in Section IV. We note that the concept of affinity is applicable to membership and binary scenes also. If the scene is a membership scene, then affinity should depend perhaps only on adjacency and homogeneity of spel intensities. Affinity has meaning even in binary scenes, wherein it should depend only on fuzzy adjacency for like-valued spels.
Path Strength and Fuzzy Connectedness: Our intent is that fuzzy connectedness is a global fuzzy relation which assigns a strength to every pair ( ) of spels in . It makes sense to consider this strength of connectedness to be the largest of the strengths assigned to all paths between and as originally suggested by Rosenfeld. (The physical analogy one may consider is to think of and as being connected by many strings, each with its own strength. When and are pulled apart, the strongest string will break at the end, which should be the determining factor for the strength of connectedness between and .) However, it is not so obvious as to how the strength of each path should be defined. Several measures based on the affinities of spel pairs along the path, including their sum, product, and minimum, all seem plausible. Saha and Udupa [16] have shown that the minimum of affinities is the only valid choice for path strength (under a set of reasonable assumptions stated in Axioms 1 -4 below) so as to arrive at important results that allow us to compute fuzzy connectedness via dynamic programming. We shall examine some details pertaining to this tenet now. Let be a scene over a fuzzy digital space ( ) and let be a fuzzy affinity in . A fuzzy -net in is a fuzzy subset of with its membership function .
assigns a strength to every path of . For any spels , is called a strongest path from to if . The idea of -net is that it represents a network of all possible paths between all possible pairs of spels in with a strength assigned to each path. For fuzzy connectedness, we shall always use the upper case form of the symbol used to represent the corresponding fuzzy affinity.
Axiom 4: For any scene over ( ), for any affinity and -net in , fuzzy -connectedness in is a symmetric and transitive relation.
Axiom 1 says that, a link is a basic unit in any path, and that the strength of a link (which will be utilized in defining path strength) should be simply the affinity between the two component spels of the link. This is the fundamental way in which affinity is brought into the definition of path strength. Note that, in a link in a path (unless it is a contiguous path), and may not always be adjacent (in the sense "adjacency" is usually considered in hard digital topology) -that is, and may be far apart differing in some of their coordinates by more than 1. In such cases, Axiom 1 guarantees that the strength of is determined by and not by "tighter" paths of the form wherein the successive spels are indeed adjacent. Since is by definition reflexive and symmetric, this axiom guarantees that link strength is also a reflexive and symmetric relation in . Axiom 2 guarantees that the strength of any path changes in a non increasing manner along the path. This property is sensible and becomes essential in casting fuzzy connected object tracking (whether in a given membership scene or in a given scene) as a dynamic programming problem. Axiom 3 says essentially that the strength of connectedness between and should be the strength of the strongest path between them. Its reasonableness has already been discussed. Finally, Axiom 4 guarantees that fuzzy connectedness is a similitude relation in . This property is essential in devising a dynamic programming solution to the otherwise seemingly prohibitive combinatorial optimization problem of determining a fuzzy connected object. Using the above axioms, the following main theorem was proved in [16] . where is the path . Following the spirit of the above theorem, path strength from now on will be defined as follows:
where is the path . For the remainder of this paper, we shall assume the above definition of path strength.
Fuzzy Connected Objects [8] , [16] : Let be any scene over ( ), let be any affinity in , and let be a fixed number in [0,1]. Let be any subset of . We shall refer to as the set of reference spels or seed spels and assume throughout that . A fuzzy -object of containing a seed spel of is a fuzzy subset of whose membership function is if otherwise.
(3.4)
In this expression, is an objectness function whose domain is the range of and whose range is [0,1]. It maps imaged scene intensity values into objectness values. For most segmentation purposes, may be chosen to be a Gaussian whose mean and standard deviation correspond to the intensity value expected for the object region and its standard deviation (or some multiple thereof). The choice of should depend on the particular imaging modality that generated and the actual physical object under consideration. (When a hard segmentation is desired, (defined bellow) will constitute the (hard) set of spels that represents the extent of the physical object and will simply be the characteristic function of .) is a subset of satisfying all of the following conditions:
is called the support of , i.e., a maximal subset of such that it includes and the strength of connectedness between any two of its spels is at least .
A fuzzy -object of containing a set of seed spels of is a fuzzy subset of whose membership function is if otherwise.
(3.8) is the support of , i.e., the union of the supports of the fuzzy connected objects containing the individual seed spels of .
Several important properties of fuzzy connected objects have been established [8] , [16] . The following theorem gives a guidance as to how a fuzzy -object of should be computed. It is not practical to use the definition directly for this purpose because of the combinatorial complexity. The following theorem provides a practical way of computing . 
The above theorem says that, instead of utilizing (3.5)-(3.8) that define the support of the fuzzy -object containing and having to check the strength of connectedness of every pair ( ) of spels for each seed , we need to check the maximum strength of connectedness of every spel with respect to the seed spels. This is a vast simplification in the combinatorial complexity.
as shown in (3.9) can be computed via dynamic programming, given , , , and , as described in Section IV.
The following theorem characterizes the robustness of specifying fuzzy -objects through sets of seed spels.
Theorem 3: For any scene over ( ), for any affinity in , for any , for any objectness function , and for any non empty sets , if and only if and . The above theorem has important consequences in the practical utilization of the fuzzy connectedness algorithms for image segmentation. It states that the seeds must be selected from the same physical object and at least one seed must be selected from each physically connected region. High precision (reproducibility) of any segmentation algorithm with regard to subjective operator actions (and with regard to automatic operations minimizing these actions), such as specification of seeds, is essential for their practical utility. Generally, it is easy for human operators to specify spels within a region in the scene corresponding to the same physical object in a repeatable fashion. Theorem 3 guarantees that, even though the sets of spels specified in repeated trials (by the same or other human operators) may not be the same, as long as these sets are within the region of the same physical object in the scene, the resulting segmentations will be identical. It is important to point out that the intensity based connectedness method as proposed by Dellepiane et al. [12] , [13] (see Section IV) fails to satisfy this robustness property. Many other region growing algorithms [48] which adaptively change the spel inclusion criteria during the growth process cannot guarantee this robustness property.
Other interesting properties of fuzzy connectedness and of fuzzy connected objects have been studied in [8] , [16] . It has been shown that the support of the fuzzy connected object monotonically decreases in size with the strength of connectedness threshold while monotonically increases with the set of seed spels. It has also been shown that is connected (in the hard sense) if and only if the strength of connectedness between every two seed spels is at least . [19] , [17] In the original fuzzy connectedness theory [8] as described in Section III-B, an object is defined on its own based on the strength of connectedness utilizing a threshold . The key idea of relative fuzzy connectedness is to consider all co-objects of importance that are present in the scene and to let them to compete among themselves in having spels as their members. Consider a 2-D scene composed of multiple regions corresponding to multiple objects as illustrated in Fig. 1 . If is the object of interest, then the rest of the objects , , and may be thought of as constituting the background as far as is concerned. With such a thinking, Fig. 3 shows just two objects , the object of interest, and , the background, equivalent to the scene in Fig. 1 . Although the theory for RFC can be developed for simultaneously considering multiple objects [49] , for simplicity, we shall describe here the two-object case, but keeping in mind the treatment of object grouping mentioned above.
C. Relative Fuzzy Connectedness
Suppose that the path shown in Fig. 3 represents the strongest path between and . The basic idea in relative fuzzy connectedness is to first select reference spels and , one in each object, and then to determine to which object any given spel belongs based on its relative strength of connectedness with the reference spels. A spel , for example, would belong to since its strength of connectedness with is likely to be greater than that with . This relative strength of connectedness offers a natural mechanism for partitioning spels into regions based on how the spels hang together among themselves relative to others. A spel such as in the boundary between and will be grabbed by that object with whom hangs together most strongly. This mechanism not only eliminates the need for a threshold required in the GFC method but also offers potentially more powerful segmentation strategies for two reasons. First, it allows more direct utilization of the information about all objects in the scene in determining the segmentation of a given object. Second, considering from a point of view of thresholding the strength of connectedness, it allows adaptively changing the threshold depending on the strength of connectedness of objects that surround the object of interest. The formal definition of relative fuzzy connected objects along with their important properties are presented in this section.
For any spels in , define (3.10)
The idea here is that and are typical spels specified in "object" and "background", respectively. if, and only if, . Note that the above result is not valid if " " is used in (3.10) instead of " ".
This proposition asserts the robustness of the relative fuzzy -object to the reference spel selected in the object region. However, constancy of the -object with respect to reference spels specified in the background requires more constraints, as indicated by the following theorem.
Theorem 5: For any scene over ( ), for any affinity in , and for any spels and in such that (3.13) Note that the condition in (3.13) is sufficient (for ), but not necessary. The necessary and sufficient condition is expressed in the following theorem.
Theorem 6: For any scene over ( ), for any affinity in , and for any spels and in such that , (3.14)
The
a more relevant guidance than Theorem 6 for selecting spels in the object and background so that the relative fuzzy -object defined is independent of the reference spels. An algorithm for determining relative fuzzy connected objects follows directly from algorithms for objects based on generalized fuzzy connectedness as described in Section IV. [18] , [17] The principle behind this strategy is to iteratively refine the competition rules for different objects depending upon the results of the previous iteration. Consider the situation illustrated in Fig. 2 which demonstrates three objects , and . It is very likely that, for a spel such as , because of the blurring that takes place in those parts where and come close together. In this case, the strongest path from to is therefore likely to pass through the "core" of which is indicated by the dotted curve in the figure. This core (which is roughly defined in Section III-C) can be detected first and then excluded from consideration in a subsequent iteration for any path from to to pass through. Then, we can substantially weaken the strongest path from to compared to the strongest path from to which is still allowed to pass through the core. This leads us to an iterative strategy to grow from (and so complementarily from ) to more accurately capture (and ) than if a single-shot relative connectedness strategy is used. The phenomenon illustrated in Fig. 2 is general and may be characterized in the following way. Most objects have a core part, which is relatively easy to segment after specifying the seed spel, and other diffused, subtle and fine parts that spread off from the core, which pose segmentation challenges. Although the latter seem to hang together fairly strongly with the core from a visual perceptual point of view, because of the ubiquitous noise and blurring, it is difficult to devise computational means to capture them as part of the same object by using a single-shot strategy. The iterative strategy captures these loose parts in an incremental and reinforcing manner. This formulation is described in this section.
D. Iterative Relative Fuzzy Connectedness
For any fuzzy affinity and any two spels , define , and in such that , and for any non negative integer , if . Algorithms for determining iterative relative fuzzy objects are more complicated. See Section IV for a further discussion on this topic.
IV. METHODS AND ALGORITHMS
A. Affinity Definition
As pointed out earlier, affinity is the link between the topological concept of fuzzy connectedness and its utility in image segmentation. As such, its definition determines the effectiveness of segmentation. A detailed formulation of affinity definition was presented in [15] . In the same paper, it was first explicitly pointed out that, besides adjacencya purely spatial concept -affinity should consist of two additional and distinct components -homogeneity-based and object feature-based components. This formulation can also be identified in the original affinity-based fuzzy connectedness work [8] although this was not explicitly stated. These two components are quite independent and there exist certain dichotomies between them. The object feature-based component does not capture the notion of path homogeneity. To clarify this, consider two spels and that are in the same object region but that are far apart. Assume that there is a slow varying background intensity component such as that often found in MR images due to magnetic field inhomogeneities. Spels and are likely to have very different scene intensities although they belong to the same object. Nevertheless, one can find a contiguous path from to in the scene domain such that the intensities of each pair ( ) of successive spels in the path are very similar. That is, and have a strong homogeneity-based affinity. Conversely, the homogeneity-based component alone cannot adequately capture the notion of a global agreement to known object intensity characteristics. Again consider a path from to along which spel intensity changes very slowly. The path may pass through different object regions. Without an object feature-based component, this path will indicate a strong connectedness between and and therefore will merge the different objects it passes through into one object. The following is a general functional form for as proposed in [8] , [15] (4.20)
where and represent the homogeneity-based and object-feature-based components of affinity, respectively. and may themselves be considered as fuzzy relations in . The strength of relation indicates the degree of local hanging togetherness of spels because of their similarities of intensities. The strength of relation indicates the degree of local hanging togetherness of spels because of the similarity of their feature value to some (specified) object feature. General constraints on the functional form of were described in [15] and the following examples were presented: A fundamental question that arises in defining affinity (both and ) is how to determine the extent of the neighborhood of spels. (This question also arises in all image processing operations that entail a local process.) If the intensities, or features derived from them, at the level of the individual spels are considered for defining and , this definition will be sensitive to noise. The idea then is to consult a neighborhood around each of and in defining and such that the neighborhood represents a region within the same object as in which or is situated.
"Scale" is a fundamental, well-established concept in image processing [50] - [52] . The premise behind this concept is to consider the local size of the object as the neighborhood size in carrying out whatever local operations that are done on the image. Saha et al. [15] introduced a new notion of location-specific object scale. Roughly, object scale in at any spel is the radius of the largest hyperball centered at which lies entirely in the same object region. Ironically, all this is done exactly for the purpose of defining the object in the first place and it appears that object definition is needed first to define scale. A simple and effective algorithm is presented in [15] to estimate object scale at each spel without explicit object definition but based on the continuity of intensity homogeneity alone. To estimate scale at a spel , a fraction of object on the periphery of a digital ball with center at and radius is computed as follows:
where is a homogeneity function. As demonstrated in [15] , a zero-mean unnormalized Gaussian is generally a good choice for . The standard deviation parameter depends on the overall noise level in the image. An automatic method to determine this parameter for a specific image is described in [15] . The scale computation algorithm iteratively increases the ball radius by 1, starting from 1, and checks for the fraction of the object containing that is contained in the ball. The first time when this fraction falls below a threshold level, the ball is considered to have entered into a significantly different region. See [15] for details.
In the rest of this section, we describe how scale is utilized in defining and . Let denote the digital ball defined by (4.27) First, to define , consider any two spels such that . Consider any spels and such that they represent the corresponding spels within and , that is . We will define two weighted sums and of differences of intensities between the two balls as follows: and are window functions (such as a Gaussian). We note that the parameters of depend on and . The connection of the above equations to the homogeneity-based affinity is as follows. There are two types of intensity variations surrounding and -intra-and interobject variations. The intraobject component is generally random, and therefore, is likely to be near 0 overall. The interobject component, however, has a direction. It either increases or decreases along the direction given by , and is likely to be larger than the intraobject variation. It is reasonable, therefore, to assume that the smaller of and represents the intraobject component and the other represents the combined effect of the two components. (Note that when the values of (respectively, ) are small, (respectively, ) also becomes small.) Note that, if there is a slow background component of variation, within the small neighborhood considered, this component is unlikely to cause a variation comparable to the interobject component. This strategy leads us to the following functional form for : (4.32) Note that represents the degree of local inhomogeneity of the regions containing and . Its value is low when both and are inside an (homogeneous) object region. Its value is high when and are in the vicinity of (or across) a boundary. The denominator in (4.32) is a normalization factor.
In the formulation of , instead of considering directly the spel intensities , we will consider a filtered version of it that takes into account the ball at defined by
The filtered value at any is given by (4.34) where (another window function) and its parameters depend on . The functional form of is given by (4.35), shown at the bottom of the page, where and are intensity distribution functions for the object and background, respectively. See [15] for details on how the parameters of these and other functions can be estimated for a given application.
B. Algorithms
Dellepiane et al. [12] , [13] used the formulation of fuzzy connectedness proposed by Rosenfeld [6] , [7] for image segmentation. Briefly, their method works as follows. Let be a given scene and let be the maximum intensity over the scene. A membership scene is first created, where, for all , . Let denote a seed spel; another membership scene is computed from and , where, for all Finally, the intensity-based connectedness of with respect to the seed is expressed as another membership scene , where, for all A hard segmentation is obtained by thresholding . The authors presented a non iterative algorithm using a tree expansion mechanism for computing given . Note that the above intensity based connectedness is sensitive to seed selection as the seed intensity is used for computing , and subsequently for the connectedness . The affinity-based approach of Udupa and Samarasekera [8] , [14] not only overcomes this difficulty of dependence on seed points (Theorems 3, 5, 6, and 9) but also made it possible to extend the fuzzy connectedness concept to relative and iterative relative fuzzy connectedness (with much relevance in practical image segmentation) and to demonstrate (Theorem 2) that the well-developed computational framework of dynamic programming [53] can be utilized to carry out fuzzy connectedness computations efficiently.
In this section we describe two algorithms [8] for extracting a fuzzy -object containing a set of spels in a given scene for a given affinity in , both based on dynamic programming, and another for computing iterative relative fuzzy connected object. The first algorithm, named ( -fuzzy object extraction for multiple seeds), extracts a fuzzy -object of of strength generated by the set of reference spels. In this algorithm, the value of is assumed to be given as input and the algorithm uses this knowledge to achieve an efficient determination of the -object. The second algorithm, named , outputs what we call a -connectivity scene of generated by the set of reference spels defined by . Algorithm terminates faster than for two reasons. First, produces the hard set based on (3.9). Therefore, for any spel , once we find a path of strength or greater from any of the reference spels to , we do not need to search for a better path upto , and hence, can avoid further processing for . This allows us to reduce computation. Second, certain computations are avoided for those spels for which . Unlike , computes the best path from the reference spels of to every spel in . Therefore, every time the algorithm finds a better path upto , it modifies the connectivity value at and subsequently processes if and if otherwise (4.35) other spels which are affected by this modification. The algorithm generates a connectivity scene of . Although, terminates slower, it has a practical advantage. After the algorithm terminates, one can interactively specify and thereby examine various -objects and interactively select the best . The connectivity scene has interesting properties relevant to classification and in shell rendering and manipulation [54] push all spels such that to ; endif; endwhile; 9. output the connectivity scene ; end Both algorithms work in an iterative fashion, and in each iteration in the while-do loop, they remove exactly one spel from the queue and check if the strength of connectedness at that spel needs to be changed. In case a change is needed, the change is passed on to the rest of the scene through the neighbors by entering them into . It may be noted that both algorithms start after initialization of strengths of connectedness at the seed spels. Also, note that the strength of connectedness at any spel never reduces during runtime of these algorithms. It was shown [8] , [16] that both algorithms terminate in a finite number of steps, and when they do so, they produce the expected results. Recently, studies [21] , [22] on the speed up of these algorithms have been reported. A preliminary effort was made by Carvalho et al. [21] by using Dijkstra's algorithm [55] in place of the dynamic programming algorithm suggested in [8] . Based on 2-D phantoms and two 2-D MR slice scenes, they suggested that a seven-toeightfold speed-up in fuzzy connectedness object computation can be achieved. Nyul and Udupa [22] made an extensive study on the speed of a set of 18 algorithms utilizing a variety of 3-D scenes. They presented two groups of algorithms -label-correcting and label-setting -and a variety of strategies of implementation under each group. They tested these algorithms in several real medical applications and concluded that there is no "always optimal" algorithm. The optimality of an algorithm depends on the input data as well as on the type of affinity relations used. In general, it was found that, for blob-like objects with a spread-out distribution of their intensities or other properties (such as brain tissues in MRI), label setting algorithms with affinity-based hashing outperform others, while, for more sparse objects (vessels, bone) with high contrast (MRA, CTA), label setting algorithms with geometric hashing are more speed-efficient. Also, they demonstrated that using the right algorithms on fast hardware (1.5 GHz Pentium PC), interactive speed (less than one second per 3-D scene) of fuzzy object segmentation is achievable.
Given , an algorithm for relative fuzzy connectedness is easy to realize. First, the connectivity scenes and are computed using for seeds and , respectively. Subsequently, a spel is included in the support of the fuzzy connected object of relative to the background containing if . Iterative relative fuzzy connectedness is an iterative method; the connectivity scene is computed once and in each iteration, the connectivity scenes is computed for seed spel and affinity as defined in (3.17) in each iteration . The algorithm for computing iterative relative fuzzy connectedness [17] , [18] is presented below. 
V. APPLICATIONS
In this section, we will describe seven applications in which the fuzzy connectedness algorithms have been utilized and tested extensively. It is one thing to have a powerful segmentation framework and quite another matter to put it to practical use, such as in clinical radiology, for routinely processing 100s and 1000s of scenes. The latter usually involves considerable work in 1) engineering the proper utilization of the framework, and 2) evaluating the efficacy of the method in each application. For the fuzzy connectedness framework, the first task entails the determination of the affinity relation appropriate for the application, choosing one among generalized, relative, and iterative relative fuzzy connectedness strategies, and devising other auxiliary processing and visualization methods needed under the application. The second task consists of assessing the precision, accuracy, and efficiency of the complete method in the application [56] . Precision here refers to the reliability (reproducibility) of the complete method taking into consideration all subjective actions that enter into the entire process including possible variations due to repeat acquisition of the scenes for the same subject on the same and different scanners, and any operator help and input required in segmentation. Accuracy relates to the agreement of the segmented result to truth. Efficiency refers to the practical viability of the segmentation method. This has to consider pure computational time and the time required in producing any operator help needed in segmentation. The above two tasks have been accomplished under each application (except evaluative studies for the last application which are very different in their requirement from other applications). For reasons of space, we shall not present here details of either the engineering or the evaluation studies, but refer the reader to references given under each application. In the rest of this section, we give a cursory description of each of the seven application areas outlining the segmentation need and methodology.
A. Multiple Sclerosis (MS)
Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is an acquired disease of the central nervous system characterized primarily by multifocal inflammation and destruction of myelin [57] . Inflammation and edema are accompanied by different degrees of demyelination and destruction of oligodendrocytes, and may be followed by remyelination, axonal loss and/or gliosis. The highest frequency of MS occurs in northern and central Europe, Canada, the United States, and New Zealand and South of Australia [58] . In the US, it affects approximately 350 000 adults and stands out as the most frequent cause of nontraumatic neurologic disability in young and middle-aged adults. In its advanced state, the disease may severely impair the ambulatory ability and may even cause death. The most commonly used scale to clinically measure disease progression in MS is the expanded disability status scale (EDSS) introduced by Kurtzke [59] . The clinical quantification of disease severity is subjective and sometimes equivocal. The development of new treatments demands objective outcome measures for relatively short trials. Therefore, MR imaging has become one of the most important paraclinical tests for diagnosing MS and in monitoring disease progression in MS.
Various MRI protocol have been used in studying MS [34] . At present they include dual-echo T2-weighted imaging, T1-weighted imaging with and without Gadolinium administration, magnetization transfer imaging, diffusion-weighted imaging, and MR spectroscopy. The different protocols convey information about different aspects of the disease. Current MRI-based research on MS is focused on 1) characterizing the natural course of the disease and to distinguish among disease subgroups through images, and 2) characterizing treatment effects to assess different treatment strategies. In achieving these goals, several image processing operations are utilized, most crucial among them being segmentation of MR brain images in the different protocols into different tissue regions and lesions. Our efforts in this direction utilizing fuzzy connectedness and the ensuing clinical results are summarized in [34] . Fig. 4 shows an example of a T2-and proton-density-weighted scene of an MS patient's head and the segmented tissue regions.
A somewhat similar problem from the image processing perspective arises in the study of late-life depression [37] , [38] . The aim here is to understand the disease and its treatment effects in the case of white matter lesions occurring in elderly subjects due to age and the associated effects on the function of their brain. In MS (and other neurological applications), a variety of MRI protocols are utilized. The actual imaging parameters used in these protocols vary among institutions. In spite of numerous brain MR image segmentation methods developed during the past 15 years, none of them is capable of handling variations within the same protocol, and much less, the variation among protocols. What we need is a segmentation "workshop" wherein a protocol-specific segmentation method can be quickly fabricated. In [60] , one such workshop is described utilizing the fuzzy connectedness framework.
B. MR Angiography
MR angiography (MRA) plays an increasingly important role in the diagnosis and treatment of vascular diseases. Many methods are available to acquire MRA scenes; the most common is perhaps acquisition with an intravascular contrast agent such as Gadolinium. An image processing challenge in this application is how to optimally visualize the imaged vascular tree from the acquired scene. In the maximum intensity projection (MIP) method commonly used for this purpose, the maximum voxel intensity encountered along each projection ray is assigned to a pixel in the viewing plane to create a rendition as illustrated in Fig. 5 . Although, the MIP method does not require prior segmentation of the scene, it obscures the display with clutter due to high intensities coming from various artifacts as shown in Fig. 5 . By segmenting those aspects of the vessels containing bright intensities via fuzzy connectedness, the clutter can be mostly eliminated as illustrated in Fig. 5 [39] . Since the intensity of the image varies over the scene (due to various reasons including magnetic field inhomogeneities and different strengths of the contrast agent in different parts of the vessels), simple thresholding and connectivity analysis fail to achieve a proper segmentation of the vessels.
Recently, new imaging techniques with contrast agents that stay in the blood much longer that cause far less extravessation than Gadolinium have been devised [61] . Although, these agents stay in the blood longer and hence provide a more uniform enhancement of even significantly thinner vessels, their side effect is that they enter into venous circulation also because of the long decay time. Consequently, both the arteries and veins enhance in the acquired scenes and it becomes very difficult to mentally separate the arterial tree from the venous tree in a display such as the one created by a MIP method (see Fig. 6 ) [40] . Iterative relative fuzzy connectedness can be effectively utilized in this situation [40] to separate the arterial tree from the venous from a scene that is created by segmenting the entire vascular tree first by using generalized fuzzy connectedness. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 .
C. CT Angiography
Currently, in the study of vascular diseases, CT angiography [42] is a serious contender with MRA to eventually replace conventional X-ray angiography. A major drawback of CTA, however, has been the obscuration of vessels by bone in the 3-D display of CTA images. The problem is caused by blood as well as bone assuming high and comparable intensity in the CTA scene and often by vessels running close to osseous structures. Partial volume and other artifacts make it really difficult to suppress bone in the latter situation. This scenario is particularly true for cerebral vessels since bone surrounds the brain and vessels come close to the inner surface of the calvarium at many sites. Interactive clipping of bone in three dimensions is not always feasible or would produce unsatisfactory results and slice-by-slice outlining is simply not practical since most studies involve 100s of slices comprising a CTA scene.
A method employing fuzzy connectedness has been proposed in [41] for the suppression of osseous structures, and its application in neurosurgery, particularly for managing cerebral aneurysms, is described in [42] . The method uses both generalized and iterative relative fuzzy connectedness along with some morphological operations to separate the vessels from osseous structures. Particularly challenging in this context are the suppression of thin bones and of bones juxtaposed close to vessels. Fig. 7 shows an example of a MIP rendition of a cerebral CTA scene before and after suppression of bones by using the method.
D. Brain Tumor
The management of patients with brain tumor (particularly gliomas) is at present difficult in the clinic since no objective information is available as to the morphometric measures of the tumor. Multiprotocol MR images are utilized in the radiologic clinic to determine the presence of tumor and to subjectively discern the extent of the tumor [43] . Both subjective and objective quantification of brain tumor are difficult due to several factors. First, most tumors appear highly diffused and fuzzy with visually indeterminable borders. Second, the tumor pathology has different meaning in images obtained by using different MRI protocols. Finally, a proper definition of what is meant by "tumor" in terms of a specific pathology and a determination of what definition is appropriate and useful for the task on hand are yet to be determined. In the presence of these difficulties, we arrived at the following operational definition for the purpose of quantification. We seek two measures to characterize the size of the tumor, the first being the volume of the edema and the second being the active part of the tumor. Edema is defined to be constituted by the regions of high signal intensity in scenes acquired via the FLAIR sequence. Active aspects of the tumor are considered to be formed of regions that have high signal intensity in T1-weighted scenes acquired with Gadolinium administration but not in T1-weighted scenes acquired without Gadolinium.
Our approach to derive these measures from the MR scenes is described in [44] . Briefly, it consists of applying the generalized fuzzy connectedness method to the FLAIR scene to segment the hyper-intense regions and estimating the volume. Further, the two T1 scenes are registered, then one scene is subtracted from the other, and the hyper-intense region in the subtracted scene is segmented and its volume is computed. The reason for subtracting the scenes is to remove any postsurgical scar/blood appearing as hyper-intense regions in the T1 scenes (without Gadolinium). Fig. 8 shows an example of this application.
E. Breast Density
Breast density as measured from the volume of dense tissue in the breast is considered to indicate a risk factor for breast cancer [62] . X-ray mammography is one of the most commonly used imaging modalities for breast cancer screening. Estimation of breast density from mammograms is therefore a useful exercise in managing patients at high risk for breast cancer. It may also be useful in assessing how this risk factor is affected by various treatment procedures such as hormone therapy.
In the Wolfe classification scheme [63] , [64] , a mammographer assigns a grade of density based on a visual inspection of the mammogram. This method, besides being very rough and subjective, may have considerable inter and intra reader variations and variation from one projective image to another of the same breast. We have developed a method utilizing generalized fuzzy connectedness to segment a digitized mammogram into dense fibroglandular and fatty regions and to provide several measures of density [49] . The fuzzy connectedness framework seems to be especially suitable in this application since the dense regions appear fuzzy with a wide range of scene intensities. Fig. 9 shows an example. 
F. Upper Airway in Children
MRI has been used to visualize the upper airway of adult humans. This enables imaging of the air column as well as of the surrounding soft tissue structures including lateral pharyngeal wall musculature, fat pads, tongue and soft palate [65] . With detailed images of the upper airway and its nearby structures, researchers can now use image processing methods to efficiently segment, visualize, and measure these structures. Measurements of upper airway geometry and the architecture of the surrounding structures can be used to investigate the reasons for obstructive sleep apnea (OSA), and to assess the efficacy of medical treatment [65] .
Similarly, MRI has recently been introduced to study the upper airway structure of children during growth and development and to assess the anatomic role in pathological conditions such as OSA [66] . MRI is particularly useful in children since it can delineate the lymphoid tissues surrounding the upper airway very accurately. These tissues, the tonsils and adenoids, figure predominately in childhood OSA and are a common cause for pediatric medical visits and surgery.
Our methodology [67] uses axial T2 images. We have developed a PC-based system that runs under the Linux operating system (which also runs on other Unix platforms) for upper airway segmentation and measurement. Generalized fuzzy connectedness is used for segmenting the upper airway and adenoide and palatine tonsils. The system performs all tasks from transforming data to giving a final result report. To achieve accurate quantification and assure quality, the system allows clinicians to interact with critical data processing steps as minimally as possible. Fig. 10 shows an example.
G. CT Colonoscopy
An established imaging method for detecting colon cancer has been X-ray projection imaging. A more fool-proof method has been the endoscopic examination through a colonoscopy that is commonly employed in the clinic for screening process. Recently, in view of the invasiveness and attendant patient discomfort of this latter procedure, methods utilizing tomographic images have been investigated [68] . Dubbed virtual colonoscopy or CT colonoscopy, the basic premise of these methods is to utilize the 3-D information available in a CT scene of the colon, acquired upon careful cleaning and preparation of the colon, to produce 3-D displays depicting views that would be obtained by an endoscope. Since full 3-D information is available, displays depicting colons that are cut or split open or unraveled in other forms can also be created.
In the system we have developed [47] , generalized fuzzy connectedness is used for segmenting the colon. A 3-D display of the entire colon is then created and the user selects several points along the colon on the outer surface so displayed to help the system create a central line running through the colon. Subsequently, along this central line view points are selected at uniform intervals, and at each such point, three renditions are created of the inner wall. These renditions represent the views of the inner wall of the colon that would be obtained by viewing the wall surface enface in three directions that are 120 apart. The speed of our surface rendering method is high enough to produce in real-time the set of three views that will be obtained as the view point moves along the central line automatically. Fig. 11 shows an example.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Although the idea of fuzzy connectedness existed in the literature since the late 1970s [6] , its full-fledged development and application to image segmentation started in the 1990s [14] . Apart from generalizing the well known concept of hard connectedness to fuzzy subsets, fuzzy connectedness allows capturing the spatio-topological concept of hanging-togetherness of image elements even in the presence of a gradation of their intensities stemming from natural material heterogeneities, blurring and other imaging-phenomenonrelated artifacts. In this paper, we have examined in a tutorial fashion the different approaches that exist for defining fuzzy connectedness in fuzzy subsets of the discrete space as well as directly in given scenes. The latter, in particular, allow us to tie the notion of fuzzy connectedness with scene segmentation, leading to an immediate practical utilization of fuzzy connectedness in scene analysis. Starting from the fundamental notion of fuzzy connectedness, we have demonstrated how more advanced concepts such as relative and iterative relative fuzzy connectedness can be developed which have practical consequences in scene segmentation. We have also examined seven major medical application areas to which the fuzzy connectedness principles have been applied for delineating objects.
Fuzzy connectedness has several interesting characteristics that enhance its effectiveness in scene segmentation. The scale-based versions of fuzzy connectedness make it less sensitive to noise. It is also possible to consider texture in the definition of affinity to arrive at connectedness and segmentation of regions in terms of texture. We note that fuzzy connectedness is to some extent immune to a slow varying component of background scene intensity as demonstrated in [14] . This is not difficult to explain. Such slow varying components do not affect affinities much, as such the strengths of connectedness of paths are not significantly affected, and therefore, so also the overall fuzzy connectedness.
Many methods exist for fuzzy clustering of feature vectors in a feature space [69] , [70] . It would be worth investigating if the added hanging-togetherness character of fuzzy connectedness can lead to improved clustering strategies in this area. Another direction for future research is to use fuzzy connectedness, relative and iterative relative fuzzy connectedness on binary scenes and on membership scenes for sep- arating components and for doing morphological operations on them. The aspect of the size of the object at various spels can be captured via scale values and separation or connectedness of binary objects can be analyzed via fuzzy connectedness of scale scenes. It should be feasible to directly obtain medial line and skeletal representations of objects from binary scenes by using fuzzy connectedness on scale scenes. The iterative relative fuzzy connectedness theory and algorithms currently available [17] , [18] are for only two objects. Considering the fact that most scenes contain more than two objects, for these algorithms to be useful, they and the associated theory should be extended to multiple objects.
One of the current limitations (stemming from a theoretical requirement) in the design of affinities [49] is that their functional form should be shift-invariant over the whole scene domain, although there are ways of tailoring affinities to variations in the characteristics of different object regions (see [49] ). It will be practically useful to investigate ways to allow different functional forms for different object regions and their theoretical and practical consequences.
A fundamental question arises in relative fuzzy connectedness as to how to do object groupings. Even when multiple objects are considered as in Fig. 1 , each object region may consist of a group of objects. From the consideration of the effectiveness of segmentation, certain groupings may be better than others or even better than the consideration of all object regions that may exist in the scene. Should the object groupings be considered based on separability? That is, the scene domain is first conceptually divided into a set of most separable groups of objects. These groups are then segmented via RFC (or IRFC). Next, within each group, further conceptual groupings are made based on separability, and each such sub group is segmented via RFC. This process is continued until the desired objects are reached and segmented. Such a hierarchical RFC (or IRFC) has interesting theoretical, computational, and application-specific questions to be studied.
Fuzzy connectedness in its present form attempts to extract as much information as possible entirely from the given scene. It, however, does not attempt to use in its framework prior shape and appearance knowledge about object boundaries to be segmented. These entities have been shown to be useful in scene segmentation [71] , [72] . When information is missing in certain segments of the boundary, fuzzy connectedness often goes astray establishing connection with other objects surrounding the object of interest. Ways to incorporate prior boundary shape appearance knowledge into the fuzzy connectedness framework may mitigate this problem. This is a challenging and worthwhile direction to pursue. The consideration of multiple objects in the model and utilization of such models in conjunction with multiple object relative fuzzy connectedness opens many new avenues for segmentation research.
